CONFERENCE CALLING
MADE EASY, SIMPLE
AND SMART.

WHAT IS
CONFERENCE CALL?

Conference Call by Meetupcall is an
innovative, cloudbased conferencing system
exclusive to Giacom in the CSP market.
It allows your customers to arrange, join and
manage their meetings quickly and easily
whenever, wherever.
Conference Call provides a secure, simple to use
platform with unlimited calls for a single, cost-

effective monthly fee. This, coupled with Conference
Call’s impeccable HD audio, time-saving features
and easy to use screenshare capability will help
your customers not only save money by avoiding
the common issues that arise during a standard
costly teleconference platform; but they’ll also be
able to have a better sounding call than ever before,
whether they’re on the move or in the office.

SIMPLE, INTUITIVE
AND CUSTOMISABLE

Let your customers be in control.
With Conference Call’s innovative dashboard, your
customers can access and manage their meetings across
any device, in a matter of minutes. All attendees can
see the profile pictures, job titles and locations of other
people on the call and see exactly who is talking at any

EVERYTHING IN
ONE PLACE

EASY USE
SCREENSHARE

time, whilst the leader can mute or remove
any attendees.
These features not only make conference calls more
interactive, but are also designed to make the whole
process easier and more efficient.

HD CALL
QUALITY

RECORD
CONFERENCE CALLS

So simple to use, you may never have a
face to face meeting again.

- Kate Russell, BBC Click

SAVE TIME WITH
EASY INVITE

Your customers can set up a conference call in
minutes.
Setting up meetings has never been so easy with the
Easy Invite feature. Arrange, amend and join meetings on
any device at the click of a button. With Easy Invite, your
customers can schedule a meeting straight from their
calendar in just a few seconds, without the need for you
to assist in downloading any software applications.

If attendees need a reminder, Conference Call will send
a confirmation email, including the call details, to all
attendees prior to the call to ensure everyone is on time.
If you have any customers with international attendees,
Easy Invite takes into consideration different times zones,
meaning arranging a meeting is hassle-free.

JOIN MEETINGS
IN SECONDS

No PINs, no ID numbers. One tap and they’re in.
Attendees struggling to remember PINS, phone numbers
and the conference room ID can be annoying and costly.
So, it’s time for you and your customers to say goodbye to
frustrating conference calling.

the need for your customer and their attendees to
memorise lengthy passcodes and dial-in numbers. In turn,
Conference Call saves them time by avoiding scenarios
where latecomers struggle to join a call while they search
for numbers or passwords.

Conference Call introduces a unique one-touch dialin system allowing your customers to meet on the go.
Designed to maximise convenience, this feature removes

ONE TAP DIAL-IN ON
SMARTPHONES

CALL ME WHEN
IT STARTS

NEVER MISS A
MEETING AGAIN

The conference call service that rings them.
Make waiting around a thing of the past for your
customers with Conference Call’s Call Me feature.
Designed to save time and money, the Call Me feature
calls them and their attendees just as the meeting is

about to start, so they won’t be waiting for people
to turn up.
Not only does the Call Me feature ensure their attendees
are always on time, but it also removes any complications
when it comes to paying for the call.

NO MORE
NOTE TAKING

Your customers will never miss an important
conversation again.
One of Conference Call’s most useful and timesaving features is the ability to record every part
of the conversation, leaving your customers
to focus on the meeting at hand, rather than
frantically scribbling down notes.
They can also rest assured in the knowledge that
conference call recordings are securely archived
for a year, in compliance with GDPR regulations,
for them to play back at a later date, or to send to
those who were unable to attend the call.

WHAT TYPE OF BUSINESS
USES CONFERENCE CALL?

Company: Communications Agency
Size: SMB
Looking for: A more economical and reliable
conference calling service.
The Communications Agency regularly used conference
call software to stay in touch with their clients. After using
Conference Call by Meetupcall, the agency knew that the
cloud-based solution was right for them. They were able
to tweak the settings, brand the platform as their own
and reduce their monthly expenditure by 90%.

Conference Call is a simple, easy to use
service and the vendor is professional
and reliable. We would certainly
recommend the service.

Office Manager

WHAT TYPE OF BUSINESS
USES CONFERENCE CALL?

Company: Healthcare Technology Distributor
Size: SME
Looking for: A simple, user-friendly conference calling
service.
Relying on conference calling software daily, the company
needed a solution that would allow them to speak to their
international clients on a regular basis. Conference Call
was able to provide them a platform that was simple and
user-friendly – all for a flat monthly fee.

Conference Call is very efficient, and
nothing is or has been ever an issue! The
system was designed to suit us,
the customer!

Executive Personal Assistant

8 IDEAS TO HELP PITCH CONFERENCE
CALL TO YOUR CUSTOMERS
1. SHOW THEM THE CONFERENCE CALL SOFTWARE
Get your free test license from cloud.market (available
2019) and log in to the web-based software for
demonstration purposes. Give them a brief walkthrough
of the features they can use, such as the ability to send
an invite easily and customise it based on their location,
while showcasing how simple it is to use. Generate
excitement by saying you can participate on a conference
call wherever, whenever.
2. SHOW THEM HOW MUCH THEY CAN SAVE ON COSTS
Arm yourself with facts and figures of competing
conference call systems such as Skype, Join.Me or
PowWowNow and tailor it to their business. Show them
what they could save versus what they are currently
spending – you’d be surprised at how much this entices
the small business user. Assure them that call quality will
remain high and that their data is secure.

3. SELL THE BENEFITS OF CONFERENCE CALL (NOT THE
FEATURES)
Even though conference features are important, the
benefits of a cloud-based SaaS solution are far more
interesting to business execs. For example, they might
not understand the importance of having a conference
system that calls them before a meeting, but it may
save them time and money if employees often forget or
are too busy to join a call. Tell them how user-friendly
the system is with the one tap dial-in to join a call on a
smartphone.
4. ASK THEM THEIR PAIN POINTS
Perhaps your customers are struggling with their current
conference calling setup. Ask them what them what their
current pain points are and show them step-by-step how
Conference Call can eliminate these or improve on them.

5. SHOW THEM THE INSTANT DEPLOYMENT
Changes made to the Conference Call dashboard are
instantaneous – make sure you show your customers
how easy and simple it is to use. So whether that’s
sending out invites with no fuss, managing the call in realtime or accessing a recording of it later, make sure they
see how quick and easy Conference Calling is to use.
6. TALK ABOUT CALL RECORDINGS
Many customers often pay additional fees for features
that should just come as standard. Call recordings can
be played back at any time and saved for up to a year in
their dashboard. Show them how convenient this can be
and give real use cases as examples.

7. REWARD CUSTOMER LOYALTY WITH DISCOUNTS
Think about your long-term customers and reward their
loyalty by discounting their Conference Call solution as a
gesture of good will or as part of a limited offer. Perhaps
they could help your business by offering to write a
testimonial on Conference Call.
8. ENSURE THEIR DATA WILL BE PROTECTED
Security is a big concern for many organisations.
Reassure them that they can trust a solution like
Conference Call and inform them their data is secured in
EU-based ISO 27001 certified data centres.

For more information, contact us today.
Tel: +39 045 24 56 884
Email: contact@digitalstores.app
Web: https://digitalstores.app

